
Freelance Production Assistant

ROBERT SMITH

Phone: (123) 456 78 99 
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website: www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn:

linkedin.com/qwikresume
Address: 1737 Marshville Road,

Alabama.

Objective

More than 5 years Professional Television Audience Management Self-motivating, enthusiastic 
personality with strong communication and people skills Ability to lead and motivate a team to 
perform at their utmost potential and accomplish specific goals Passion and drive for the task at 
hand complemented by creative problem solving ability.

Skills

Walkie Tech, Licensed Driver.

Work Experience

Freelance Production Assistant
ABC Corporation  2018 – 2020 
 Drove a production truck and worked independently to safely pack, load, and unload a variety

of pick-ups and drop-offs of high value entertainment industy equipment ordered at various 
rental houses, while keeping track of this equipment on set.

 Set PA Set up and take down rented equipment while supporting the various trades (art, 
camera, electricians, grips, assistant directors, production) with their on set tasks.

 Maintained an intensive and ever changing work rate for shoots in high stress, long hour (1-8 
days of 16+ hours), and challenging work environments (Desert, Mountains, Urban, Heat, 
Rain, Altitude, etc.) while maintaining professional composure with vendors, clients, talent, 
and other industry professionals.

 Booked Management As an independent contractor I had to manage work commitments, 45+ 
jobs per year, including scheduling, cancellations, and last minute calls.

 Coordinated and organized show materials for producers and control room team in 
preparation for the show.

 Assisted the associate producer in selecting show elements such as photos and videos for the 
digital platform.

 Aided the creative team in the development and execution for the launch of the daily digital 
program.

Freelance Production Assistant
Delta Corporation   –  
 Assisted with blocking cameras and lighting to film interviews for St.
 Josephs Prep High Schools marketing department Edited rough cuts of interview packages for 

Real Faith TV with FinalCut Pro multi-clipping Assisted .
 Worked with Ralph Lauren photography production department to ensure successful 

photography shoots for the following divisions Ralph Lauren Home, .
 Producer for Nike Golf Event that hosted a nationwide live webchat with Tiger Woods Shot b-

roll, conducted interviews and was liason between Bader TV .
 Freelance in TV production  camera, floor director, master control.
 Cleaning services.
 Assisted in finalizing scientific and medical articles for publication.
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Education

High school or equivalent in Computer Technology - 2002(John Marshall High School - Glen Dale, 
WV)
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